
Art and Design Skills Progression  2022-2023

EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 KS3

To know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms.
These are non- negotiables and must be studied before and throughout the year.

Drawing
(pencil, charcoal,
inks, chalk, pastels
and ICT software)

Birth to 3
Start to make marks intentionally.
Express ideas and feelings through making marks, and

sometimes give a meaning to the marks made.
Age 3-4
Create closed shapes with continuous lines, and begin to

use these shapes to represent objects.
Draw with increasing complexity and detail, such as

representing a face with a circle and including
details.

Use drawing to represent ideas like movement or loud

noises.

Reception with ELG
Explore, use and refine a variety of artistic effects to

express their ideas and feelings.
Return to and build on their previous learning, refining

ideas and developing their ability to represent
them.

Create collaboratively sharing ideas, resources and skills.

- Use a variety of drawing tools

- Explore different textures by

describing, naming, rubbing and

copying

- Draw lines and shapes from

observations (landscapes,

patterns and autonomy)

- Experiment with tools and

surfaces

- Draw as a  way of recording

experiences and feelings

- Discuss and investigate tone by

drawing light/dark lines

(shadow)

- Sketch to make quick records.

- Experiment with different grades of pencil

to achieve varied tone

- Close observations

- Draw both the positive and negative

shapes

- Initial sketches as a preparation for

painting

- Experiment with lines and marks with a

wider range of tools i.e. charcoal, chalk

etc.

- Identify and draw the effect of

light

- Scale and proportion

- Work on a variety of scales

- Computer generated drawings

- Create texture and pattern in

drawing with a range of tools

- Show shadows and

reflections using light and

shade

- Begin to develop an

awareness of composition,

perspective, scale and

proportion i.e. foreground,

middle ground and

background

- Apply different pressures

and shading techniques

- Use different

techniques for

different purposes

i.e. shading and

blending

Pupils should be
taught to develop
their creativity and
ideas, and increase
proficiency in their
execution. They
should develop a
critical
understanding of
artists, architects,
and designers,
expressing
reasoned
judgments that can
inform their own
work.

Colour
(Painting, ink, dye,
textiles, pencils,
crayons and
pastels)

Birth to 3

Explore paint, using fingers and other parts of their bodies

as well as brushes and other tools.

Age 3-4

Show different emotions in their drawings and paintings,

like happiness, sadness, fear etc.

Explore colour and colour mixing.

- Name and mix primary colours

- Explore different tools and

techniques i.e. brush size and

types.

- Create textured paint by adding

material i.e. sand, plaster etc.

- Mix and match colours to objects

- Make as many tones of colour

as possible (using white)

- Darken colours without using

black to create shade

- Using colour on a large scale

- Experiments with tools and

techniques i.e. layering and

mixing

- Work on different scales

- Name and mix primary and secondary

colours adopting a systematic approach

when mixing and applying.

- Begin to understand and identify

complementary colours using the colour

wheel

- Experiment  with different effects and

textures including blocking, washes and

thickened paint

- Techniques – apply colour using dotting,

scratching and splashing.

- Create a suitable colour

palette that conveys mood and

atmosphere

- Create texture through paint

mix or brush technique

- Identify, mix and use primary,

secondary, complimentary and

contrasting colours effectively.

Suitable equipment for

the task

- Independently applying hue,

tone, tint and shades

- Explore the use of texture in

colour for different

purposes

Painting with IT
e.g. Andy Warhol

Pupils should be
taught: • to use a
range of
techniques to
record their
observations in
sketchbooks,
journals and other
media as a basis
for exploring their
ideas

Texture
(Textiles, clay, sand,
plaster and stone)

Birth to 3
Use their imagination as they consider what they can do

with different materials.
Age 3-4
Explore different materials freely, in order to develop their

ideas about how to use them and what to make.
Develop their own ideas and then decide which materials

to use to express them.
Reception with ELG
Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and

techniques, experimenting with colour, design,
texture, form and function

Share their creations, explaining the process they have
used

- Weaving on simple frames for

different effects using nature and

manmade materials

- Sort and group materials

according to specific qualities

- Use large eyed needles- running

stitches

- Fold, crumple, tear and overlap

papers for an effect

- Use cut and torn paper and

other materials to make simple

patterns and images (collage)

- Mix paper and other materials

with different textures and

appearances

- Use joining processes such as

tying and glueing

- Use smaller eyed needles and finer threads

- Use a variety of techniques (printing,

dyeing, weaving and stitching) to create

different textures and effects.

- Use paints, dyes, crayons and other media

e.g. tie dyeing and batik.

- Use a wider variety of stitches

- Observation and design of

textual art

- Experiment with creating

mood, feeling and movement

- Compare different fabrics

- Develop skills in stitching,

cutting and joining

- Use stories, music, poems as

stimuli

- Select and use materials

- Embellish work

- Fabric making

- Artists using textiles

- Develop experience

in embellishing

- Applies knowledge of

different techniques

to express feelings

- Work collaboratively

on a larger scale

- Use mood boards to

collect ideas to help

generate concepts of

a specific style.

to use a range of
techniques and
media, including
painting • to
increase their
proficiency in the
handling of
different materials
eg to create effects
to convey ideas
and intentions



Form
(3D, work, clay,
dough, boxes, wire,
paper sculpture
and mod roc)

Birth to 3
Make simple models which express their ideas.

Birth to 3
Explore different materials, using all their senses to

investigate them. Manipulate and play with different
materials.

Age 3-4
Join different materials and explore different textures.

- Manipulate malleable materials in

a variety of ways i.e. rolling,

joining and kneading

- Use materials to make known

objects for a purpose

- Pinch and roll coils and slabs using

a modelling media

- Explore sculpture with a range of

malleable materials

- Experiment with constructing

and joining recycled, natural

and manmade materials

- To create shape and form from

direct observation (malleable

and rigid materials)

- incorporate decorative

techniques

- Work safely with a variety of

tools

- Plan, design and make models from

observation or imagination(malleable and

rigid materials)

- Understanding of different adhesives and

methods of construction

- Aesthetics

- Choose materials and tools

independently to create

surface patterns/ textures

- Discuss own work and work of

other sculptors

- Analyse and interpret natural

and man-made forms of

construction

- Plan a sculpture through

drawing and other prep

work.

- Shape, form, model and

construct from observation

and imagination

- Create 3D effects using

more advanced materials

such as wire and plaster.

- Use recycled, natural and

manmade materials to

create sculptures.

- Make models on a

range of scales that

show observations

from the real or

natural world.

- Produce sculptures

that are well

proportioned

to analyse and
evaluate their own
work, and that of
others, in order to
strengthen the
visual impact or
applications of
their work
eg
to learn how to
critically and
technically analyse
and evaluate their
own and others
work, identify key
features, make
comparisons and
use this
information to
inform their own
actions to improve
their work

Printing
(found materials,
fruit/veg, wood
blocks, press print,
lino and string)

Birth to 3

Notice patterns with strong contrasts and be attracted by

patterns resembling the human face.

- Use objects, basic tools and

equipment to make patterns and

images.

- Create repeating patterns.

-

- Print with a growing range of

objects

- Carve designs into polystyrene

to create relief printing.

- Create repeating patterns by

creating accurate printing

blocks.

- Relief and impressed printing

- Recording textures/ patterns

- Colour mixing through overlapping colour

prints

- Monoprinting

V

- Develop textures/ patterns

through experimentation prior

to final print.

- Interpret environmental and

manmade patterns

- Make more complex design by

working in stages through a

design

- Combining prints

- Use drawings and design to

bring fine detail into work.

- Choose the appropriate

materials on which to print

to suit the purpose

- Builds up drawings

and images of whole

or parts of items

using various

techniques

- Screen printing

about the history
of art, craft, design
and architecture,
including periods,
styles and major
movements from
ancient times up to
the present day
eg the context of
the artists, as well
as the historical/
political/ spiritual/
cultural/ social/
moral/
environmental
context/s in which
the work/s was,
were or are
created.



Vocabulary

EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6

Drawing
(pencil, charcoal, inks, chalk,
pastels and ICT software)

mark
line
close
straight
dark/light
thick/thin
hard/soft
wavy
curved
zigzag
shape

bold
broken
texture
surface
feel
soft, spiky etc
landscape
pattern
autonomy

shiny
repeating
flowing
jagged
prickly/bumpy
surface
tone
shadow
sketch

compare
sort
pattern
variety
pressure
horizontal
vertical
parallel
positive/negative

Intention (artist)
Relief
Light (source/shadow)
scale
proportion
direction

Medium
Line
Form
Colour
Reflection
composition
Foreground
Middleground
Background
pressure
perspective
scale

mixed media

Colour
(Painting, ink, dye, textiles, pencils,
crayons and pastels)

mark
mix
line
close
straight
dark/light
thick/thin
hard/soft
wavy
curved
zigzag
shape

pallette
stroke
direction
curved
flowing
horizontal
vertical

shape names/properties

feelings
response
colour
primary
tints
texture
shade

primary
secondary
colour families
compare/contrast

irregular
surface
tone
observe
select
horizon
wash

Hue

fabric
layers
apply
contour

Texture
(Textiles, clay, sand, plaster and
stone)

touch
colour
senses
explore
texture
manipulate

weave
warp/weft
frame
over/under
wrap
knot
direction
repeat
surface
straight
pattern

dip dye
fold
absorb
relief
block
resist
wrap
primary
tear
assemble

dip
dye
pattern
design
reflect
rotate
symmetry
repeat
fold
pinch
resist

monoprint
resist technique
lattice
layering
wrapping
knotting
binding
threading
construct
adapt
primary/secondary

hang
fix

linear
architecture
relief
linear
graphic
resist
embellish

Form
(3D, work, clay, dough, boxes,
wire, paper sculpture and mod
roc)

touch
colour
senses
explore
texture
manipulate
shape
pull
roll
press
surface
malleable
decorate

line pattern
beside
next to
between

pinch
smooth
decorate

slab
inlay coil

form

slab
inlay
terracotta
coil
embed
harden
curve
linear

cast mould
construct
embellish
modify
refine
inner
outer
spiral
base
vertical
form

position
joint
inlay
trim

represent

malleable

Printing
(found materials, fruit/veg, wood
blocks, press print, lino and string)

print
press
surface
dab

primary
block
overprint
stencil

positive
negative
stencil
layering

direction
raised
rotate
effect

pressure
process
adapt
modify

reference
starting point



repeat
pattern
darker/lighter

negative
stroke
inking up

overlap
translucent
transparent
tone

experiment
monoprint
pressure
impression
texture

transfer
relief
transpose
firm
flip
rotate
reverse


